Enter the Manoa International Education Week 2017 (MIEW2017) Instagram Contest! Win a UH duffle bag to take on your next international trip!

To enter:
1. SHARE a PHOTO or VIDEO representing International Education at UH Manoa
2. TAG @manoaiew & use hashtag #MIEW2017
3. FOLLOW @manoaiew

Entries must be posted by November 18, 2017 at 11:59pm. Winners will be drawn on November 22, 2017.

RULES:
- Must be a current UH Manoa student (Medical, Law, Outreach College & HELP students included)
- Multiple posts are welcome but only ONE entry will be considered per person
- Instagram account must be PUBLIC for the duration of MIEW2017 and until the end of the drawing period (November 13 - 22, 2017)
- See the MIEW webpage for additional details regarding prohibited content.
- Make sure you follow all the steps correctly!

DRAWING DETAILS:
- TWO (2) winners will be picked randomly using Random.org
- Winners will be notified by direct message on Instagram on November 22, 2017
- Winners must respond with full legal name and hawaii.edu email address
- Winners will be emailed further instructions and must be able to provide a valid UH student ID to claim prize in person by December 1, 2017

This contest is not sponsored, endorsed or administered by Instagram.
ADDITIONAL RULES:

1. The photos/videos must be relevant to the participants' understanding, experience, and participation of the international education offered by UH Manoa.

2. Participants agree that all submitted photos/videos may be used by MIEW committee and the committee may use the winning photos/videos on the MIEW website, on social media, and in any relevant future programming in perpetuity.

3. Photos/videos and descriptions should not include inappropriate subject matter, such as drinking, swearing, nudity or any unlawful behavior.

4. Photos/videos and descriptions should be respectful of the cultures they represent as applicable.

5. MIEW will not be responsible for any of the following actions done by contest participants, and will reserve the rights to take necessary legal actions:
   • Photos/videos cover content that is: unlawful; threatening; harmful; abusive; pornographic or includes nudity; offensive; harassing; excessively violent; tortious; defamatory; false or misleading; obscene; vulgar; libelous; hateful; or discriminatory.
   • Violate the rights of others
   • Harass or harm another person.
   • Exploit or endanger a minor.
   • Impersonate any person or entity.
   • Post an image or video of another person without that person's consent.